INTRODUCTION EDWARD HARPER PARKER (1849-
by his insolent sarcasm. Those were truly the great days of sinology, were they not? It is a pity that no one reads entertaining passages like these any more:
Giles' Dictionary affords endless sport to the merry, and we may look forward to many a long year of sparring yet. I find it quite a mental relief, after the serious studies of the day, to indulge in a little Giles-baiting. It is all the more agreeable, in that I know it can never do any harm; in pachydermatousness Mr. Giles would give points to a hippopotamus, if not indeed to a rhinoceros; and there is not more danger of my fine shafts wounding his grizzly hide than there is of a dum-dum bullet piercing the latter pachyderm's skin. I am glad to see "the boys" are waking up to the discussion. Mr. E. H. Fraser is not exactly a foeman worthy of my vainglorious steel, and in any case I can't be bothered hunting up his references and arguing with him; but I welcome him into the arena, if only for the purpose of airing views, and putting some life into sinology: moreover, I will answer anything, the issues of which are clearly defined, without referring me back to previous issues. Just as old China is being badgered by shrimp-like nibbles at Kiao Chow, Kwang-chou Wan, Port Arthur, &c., so is the rudis indigestaque moles of Giles [(1858-1937) ], &c., and that is why I occasionally amuse myself by teasing him a little. As a matter of fact, I am well aware that Giles, with all his faults, has a sneaking respect for me, in fact, he once wrote to me to propose a truce, adding that he and I together could stand against the whole world; to which I replied "Just so; but we can do it without your assistance." Both Mr. Giles and Mr. Fraser would pull a wry face if I got them into a corner far away from dictionaries and "teachers," and said "Now then, read that aloud; pronounce every word correctly in any dialect you take of your own choosing, give me a literal written translation on the spot, and tell me where literary points originally hail from." (1898b: 173) Parker has not been taken seriously as a linguist since Karlgren's time. The purpose of the remainder of this paper is to rehabilitate his reputation, on the basis of two things: his ideas on dialectology and the accuracy of his fieldwork.
IDEAS ON DIALECTOLOGY
As for the first matter, Karlgren was surely not able to understand Parker's ideas-his own great intellectual bequest to us has been the idea that the purpose of dialect comparison in Chinese is the creation of a reconstruction, to be used as a kind of speculum in philological work. Parker's ideas on dialectology were characteristically his own, and seem to have favored comparativism for its own sake: that is, the web of relations between dialects themselves rather than the individual lines of descent between each dialect and the philologically attested "ancestor" language. In the 1870s and 1880s, while Joseph Edkins was advancing ever more elaborate theories about the common origin of Chinese and Aryan, and while Albert-Etienne Terrien de Lacouperie (fl. 1867-94) was claiming to show how Chinese was derived from Babylonian, Parker was wandering around China collecting data and evidently letting the data speak to him. He did occasionally dabble in some of the long-range comparisons that were so popular in his era (see, for instance, his own Sino-Aryan study of 1883a and his 1887 exposition of the "common origins" of Chinese and Japanese), but in general he was very skeptical of grand "Tower of Babel" theories. (Today the writings of Edkins and Terrien are recognized models for how not to practice comparativism.) Parker even gives the impression-mistakenly, I believe-of having certain idealist, anti-scholarly leanings:
There being ... only 4,000 "dialect-fdhig" characters, and all native dictionaries having necessarily been originally made from dialects, it is plain that 36,000 characters are of minimum value in any popular etymological sense; and therefore only 4,000 are of real value for comparative and historical purposes. The rest are merely the fancies of native prigs and pedants, in many cases. It is only by thus collecting living evidence that we can procure a basis of comparison on which to work in endeavouring to trace back older sounds. Dr. Edkins has done much very illustrious work on living matter; but the whole of his "old sound" theory becomes absurd, on the simple reflection that, with all our European appliances and home-knowledge, we cannot fit even our own language, with analogous "old sounds." How much less Chinese, the very modern forms of which we are only just beginning to discover. Besides that [,] his ideas on the subject of evidence, relevancy, and "issues" are most This passage consists first of general objections to Edkins' "Old Sounds" reconstructions, followed by a farcical description of how Edkins must imagine Chinese to have derived from Accadian, followed by a cynical jab at Western territorial acquisitiveness in China. The last two sections are so flippant that they greatly diminish the weight of the first section; one easily imagines Parker advocating the view that linguistic history cannot be known. But he is not. Parker is actually making a serious point: given that our written sources furnish exaggeratedly detailed and hence unrealistic evidence about language, only living language is a sound basis for reconstruction. Given that our knowledge of historical linguistic processes is very limited even for our own language, we ought to be concentrating on the comparison of living dialect forms of Chinese. Whatever its appearances, this is no weak-minded evasion of strenuous work in philology; it is in fact a hard-nosed argument for comparativism and for the primacy of verifiable evidence. Stripped of its facetious air, Parker's argument can still be leveled seriously against Bernhard Karlgren or against any of the many moder linguists whose reconstruction "tries to force all facts to fit in with [some] theory." For Parker had a clear understanding of the difference between book-readings and living language, and the soundest respect for the difference between evidence gathered in the field and evidence derived from prescriptive philological sources. It is not too much to say that this attitude was extinct in Chinese linguistics until the 1960s, by which time Parker had been long forgotten. He himself used an asterisk to indicate data of whose accuracy he was uncertain or which he had himself reconstructed for individual dialects, instead of eliciting it from informants. He viewed these as two completely different kinds of information, and was greatly annoyed with Giles for removing the symbols distinguishing them: Wherever I give any dialect sound, I have had natives to give it me: in no case do I accept any dictionary or other authority. All my work is original and first-hand. For reference to the native Chinese formal system he used mainly the Kangshi tzyhdean !-,4,4 and, especially, the Peywen yunnfuu f lS, which if of late date is nonetheless superior to the rime tables in that it assigns each and every character explicitly to a place in the formal system. Parker called this system the "theoretical standard" of Chinese, recognizing what he called the "algebraical" rather than the absolute phonetic value of each character in the system-an idea far in advance of Karlgren's Schleicher-inspired world-view, with its intense emphasis on phonetic realism and its rigid concept of genetic descent.
We still know very little about how Parker actually collected his data, or when or why he moved away from dialectology and devoted himself wholly to Central Asian and Chinese history. Dialectology occupied him mainly at the beginning of his career. His earliest signed essay was his 1875 notes on Hankow, and by 1884 he had published the last of his Chinese syllabaries and began exploring broader linguistic issues. It may be that after his marriage (the date of which is unknown) he took to a more sedentary life, to which the reading of history was better suited. Or it may be that he had had a limited program of dialect research and stopped when it was done. Or it may be that he ceased his dialect work after the death in 1884 of Wells Williams, whose ideas on universal spelling and the methodology of dialect study evidently influenced him a good deal. Or it may be that his growing responsibilities in the Consulate precluded long field trips. As to how he collected his data, there are suggestions in the following announcement:
The undersigned possesses copies of Sir Thomas Wade's colloquial course [(1859)] done under his own superintendence by natives of each place in the dialect of Canton, Foochow, Wenchow, and Hakka. In the three first cases the copies are double, consisting of a first copy full of notes and memoranda, and a second of clean and improved version. As he does not purpose to concern himself further with the study of Chinese dialects, he is willing to present the above severally to any student of each respective dialect who shall make application, and who shall satisfy him that good use will be made of the work. In the event of there being many applications, the undersigned reserves a choosing discretion to himself, and a decision will be given on the 1st of October, 1893. It is clear that Parker did not yet understand how to construct a full and rigorous correspondence set; some of his equivalences are haphazard, and even those that are plausible today are not attested by all the necessary collateral evidence. Still, the fact is unchangeable that he discovered each of these correspondences as correspondences, not as the readings for characters that he had shown to his informants. This is comparative dialectology of a form still rarely practiced (or for that matter even understood) in Chinese, even today. It was a major intellectual advance in the field, and (with the exception of a cautious but favorable review in 1879 by the Foochow missionary Caleb Baldwin) it has been ignored until this day.
THE QUESTION OF PARKER'S ACCURACY AS A FIELDWORKER
I said that my purposes in this paper were to rehabilitate Parker's ideas, but also to evaluate Karlgren's charge that Parker was an incompetent fieldworker. Too much of the Giles dialect material is of uncertain authenticity for us to rely on it for this purpose. Parker noted a number of misprints in his dialect forms, but I suppose he must have found them the same way he found so many misprints in the rest of Giles-haphazardly, through consulting Giles in his endless reading. That means that we really cannot consider Giles a reliable record of Parker's fieldwork at all. So I have turned instead to one of the short collections of characterless words that Parker published for individual dialects. These collections (1878d, 1879b, 1879c, 1880d, Apart from the question of accuracy, what comes through so strikingly to any wakeful reader is the kind of words Parker was after-real, often earthy language. Parker said that these were all forms that had been omitted from Williams' 1874 dictionary; I would imagine that Giles (1892) included all of them, though I have not been able to check this. Among these words are some that today we would probably consider plain Mandarin-laa.ba "horn," for instance, and mhosuoo "to grope around," but there are many others that are raw Peking dialect. Not until the late-life writings of Y. R. Chao does one see the real Chinese language treated so seriously and with such obvious familiarity and love.
The fact is that close to three-fourths of Parker's highly colloquial Peking forms can be verified even today. He may have made transcriptional errors, and he certainly does not seem to have been a careful proofreader. Still, Karlgren's outright dismissal of his abilities as a fieldworker will not stand, and his ideas on linguistic comparison and reconstruction predate the comparable work of Coblin, Norman, and others by at least half a century. Loose cannon though he was, Edward Harper Parker was nevertheless a remarkable and original scholar who does not deserve his poor reputation. 
TABLES

Canton
Hakka Meanings "tree" "to hatch" "thick"
"sleep" "shake; swish" "to shovel; to ladle" "dive" "to close" "paste up" "approach"
"pull" "a safe"
"throw" "hasten; follow" (ch'it,) ctang "on purpose for" "throw" "to prick" "splash, wet" "mat cover" "place" "to place, touch" "marred, spoiled" "loll; lounge" "twirl; turn" "corner; slit" "emit; leak" "pumelo" "scald" "thorn" "pretty" "umbrella" "loosen, let loose" "to bore" "mix" "get" "to smooth, or stroke" "to smooth, or stroke" "a 'crib', or clandestine essay book" "soft" "hate; scorn" "burn" "to dip" "yester" "penis" "cockroach"
"choke"
"great grandson" "miscellaneous" "bride" "waste; destroy" "entirely" "to blow the nose" "saucy" "air" "tuck" "strew" "boil" "big teeth" "fight" "'segs'; hard skin in palm" "sneeze" "rummage" "daze" "crackers" (Canton form is "bastard" [changed] tone) "lose" "astringent" "enraged"
"cut"
"force" "rottle, creep" "bunch" "edge, brim" "toad" "toad" "cover" "cover" "catch, stick in, lock" "weary" "squat; cut; stump" "cover in; brew" "press down; grab" "naughty" "gauze-like" "clean" "projection, warts" "yawn" "to watch, guard; to spy, peep at" "salacious" "pant" "cock up" "browbeat; bully" "weak" "dandle leg" "exactly" "dinge" "to stuff" "dip; sop; soak" "hiccough" "beckon" "bad" "fret, rub" "another"
"pen" 
